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This book is for MS sufferers or their friends who do not want to take NO for an answer...there is
a cure...and here it is! It will only cost you $9.99 plus the cost of high doses of two vitamins...
(actually 1 hormone and 1 vitamin...Vitamin D3 is a hormone and was mislabeled when it was
discovered)..Sounds too good to be true right? Wrong.-.this is true and there is no downside , no
side effects..try it and see for yourself!Doctors scare you off from taking high doses of D3 with
the boogie man of "Vitamin D toxicity".Add high dose Vitamin K2 to the mix....and virtually all the
risks of D3 toxicity go away....D3 is the hormone your skin makes when exposed to sun...People
at the equator used to not get MS before sunscreen and sun avoidance....Lots of sun or lots of
D3 will prevent and CURE MS........adding K2 makes it safe!DO NOT BUY THIS BOOK FOR
CASUAL READING..THIS IS FOR MS SUFFERERS , THEIR FRIENDS, OR FAMILY ONLY.!This
IS the better mousetrap! Most MD's get just a basic 4 years in Med School, then work to earn
not learn. I've researched diseases and aging for 20+ years, with a 10 year stint where I spent 12
hrs/day everyday in the Northwestern Med School's library just reviewing clinical and scientific
studies! I've had 3 major theory papers published; the publishing journal has 5 Nobel Prizes
between the editors. And described my papers as extremely exciting and of major importance!
During my research into the amazing results of taking high doses of the bone and joint
remodeling hormone (also known as Vitamin D3) I have run across an amazing account of a
doctor in Brazil who has recently been treating his MS patients with high doses of Vitamin D3-
and it not only helps them it seems to be curing them. In interviews his patients now refer to the
time when they had MS in the past -as they are in fact cured.They loved switiching from
interferon injections to high dose D3 as D3 was much more effective and had no side effects! It
seems the bone and joint remodeling hormone is also the nerve sheath remodeling
hormone.This book also takes you step by step how to institute your own high dose D3 therapy,
what to expect, dangers to avoid, and how to mitigate any chance of Vit D toxicity.

From the Inside FlapJoin the thousands of professionals who have already gotten Inside the
Technical Consulting Business — and discover how to channel your technical know-how into an
exciting career as an independent consultant. This Third Edition of Harvey Kaye's bestselling
guide gives you the focused, no-nonsense help you need to start and run your own consulting
practice in today's ultracompetitive environment. What's inside: Setting up your consulting
business. The lowdown on finances, record-keeping, office space, taxes, and choosing the form
of business organization that's right for you.Insider's guide to proposals and contracts. Gives
plenty of examples to use in your own consulting practice.Marketing secrets your boss never told
you. Tips on creating demand for your services and keeping your clients coming back for repeat
business.PLUS ALL-NEW MATERIAL ON:Creating your personal strategic marketing plan. A



step-by-step guide to developing and maintaining your competitive edge.Learn from the pros.
"Meet the Pros" interviews show how successful consultants handled some of the very problems
you're likely to encounter.Building successful client relationships. The inside scoop on keeping
clients happy while protecting your own professional interests.The technical challenges of
consulting. A consultant's primer on problem-solving, coping with the information explosion, and
organizing for maximum productivity.From the Back CoverJoin the thousands of professionals
who have already gotten Inside the Technical Consulting Business ― and discover how to
channel your technical know-how into an exciting career as an independent consultant. This
Third Edition of Harvey Kaye's bestselling guide gives you the focused, no-nonsense help you
need to start and run your own consulting practice in today's ultracompetitive environment.
What's inside: Setting up your consulting business. The lowdown on finances, record-keeping,
office space, taxes, and choosing the form of business organization that's right for you.Insider's
guide to proposals and contracts. Gives plenty of examples to use in your own consulting
practice.Marketing secrets your boss never told you. Tips on creating demand for your services
and keeping your clients coming back for repeat business.PLUS ALL-NEW MATERIAL
ON:Creating your personal strategic marketing plan. A step-by-step guide to developing and
maintaining your competitive edge.Learn from the pros. "Meet the Pros" interviews show how
successful consultants handled some of the very problems you're likely to encounter.Building
successful client relationships. The inside scoop on keeping clients happy while protecting your
own professional interests.The technical challenges of consulting. A consultant's primer on
problem-solving, coping with the information explosion, and organizing for maximum
productivity.About the AuthorHARVEY KAYE has over twenty years of experience as a
consultant in mechanical engineering, specializing in heat transfer and fluid mechanics.
Educated at MIT, he has had contracts with many of the country's leading companies in the
aerospace, electronics, and power industries.Read more
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Linda J. Schiller-Hanna, “Makes a lot of sense.....is truly helping my friend with MS who lives in
Jersey. I first learned about Jeff Bowles when I read his book called The Miraculous Results of
Extremely High Doses of Sunshine Vit D3...whichI used to successfully resolve a two year bout
with painful plantar fasciitis. He does thorough research and provides lots of hidden information
to help one make better informed medical decisions. Use at your own risk, but I find him
brilliant. I shared this book with a friend with MS (20 year duration) and she is making rapid
progress. She has also found success with thewww.earthing.com products (sleeps with the
orange "bracelets") sold on their site. Since traditional medicine has little to offer the MS
sufferer, its wise to try other things as well.Many folks have also been helped with the Wet Cell,
as explained in the readings of Edgar Cayce. www.edgarcayce.org Another woman I know with
MS has kept it at bay using quality aloe vera juice each day.It seems to be some kind of
autoimmune disease where keep inflammation down seems helpful. Avoiding sugar and flour
andother junk food...including diet drinks, could go a long way to restore balance to an "out of
kilter" system. I would recommend anyone with MS to widen their research base beyond the
basics and give some of theseoptions a try.”

Berno I. Pettersson.Jr, M.S.,Ph.D. M.D., “Excellent Treatment of a Complex Medical Issue D3.
Provides insights into the resolution of serious medical conditions and compelling proof is
submitted that supplementation with D3 can reverse such. Further he makes a compelling for
addition of K2 to provide a metabolic balance this reducing untoward side affects.I also like his
discussion of the thyroid hormones and the use of natural vs synthetic and discussion of their
interactions with Vit D3.”

2nd Samuel 7:10, “Necessary book on hign dose Vitamin D. While there is an estimated 35,000
cases of MS in Brazil, (population 200 million) there should only be 50,000 cases- not 3-400,000
in USA with same percentages. So why is this? Diet? Genetics? Vitamin D?- The Sunshine
Vitamin D (hormone) Author Jeff Bowles offers new, unique and necessary information in this
most fascinating, and promising controversy... There is much less disease of all kinds at the
equator. Why? Author offers solution to calcium build up scare too (kidney stones) by addition of
Vitamin K2. Of 3 or 4 book I have seen on High Vitamin D, he is the only one to offer this, what I
believe to be the correct, simple and inexpensive solution. His 1st hand testimony of 100,000
IUs per day of D with great results!”

Stemo, “Four Stars. This book is Very informative, but it is a hard read, especially if you are
interested in these subject...”

PattiMK, “... me- I've been recently diagnosed with MS and don't like the standard treatment
options. This is the book that started it all for me- I've been recently diagnosed with MS and don't



like the standard treatment options. This man fearlessly documents his own experiences and
provides a wealth of *translated* Brazilian studies on the effectiveness of D3 & K2. On top of
that, he responds to emails and provides even MORE valuable information. Not a slick
publication - something obviously written with passion and conviction!”

J. Crawford, “must read for those suffering with MS. Read this in 2 days, I was fascinated, ive
had ms way longer I know than 20 years (diagnosed 17 ago) ive started high dose d3 therapy 2
wks ago, im not sayinging im CURED, by I can notice a difference in my balance & pain level
already, & im hopefull for further improvement. read this with an open mind, im really happy with,
& excited that I found this book!”

Doug Mykol, “Interesting. Interesting info and more than just anecdotal stories... The author's
enthusiasm is evident.It is worth the relatively fast read!”

Purespirit7, “Highly recommended!. I was recommended this eBook by someone who passed
Jeff T Bowles book about D3 onto me to read. The most 'thinking out of the restricted box' book I
have read in a very long time. I have put some of Jeff's recommendations into play and after only
a short time I am starting to reap the benefits. I nearly didn't buy this particular one due to the
one star review but after being so impressed by Jeff's book on D3....I decided to trusted my
instincts. I respect the view of the one star review but I feel we must have read a different book!
M.S is mentioned throughout! My view of this book is polar opposite.Jeff's writing is compulsive
reading and yes, it has a maverick edge but then so many great discoveries were made by
passionate, focused people that thought outside the box.....thank God! People like Jeff T. Bowles
should be taken seriously and listened to.”

Maggie, “MS info. interesting reading trying to use the hrlp contained therein”

jon, “Five Stars. very interesting”

Mrs. R. L. G. Tunmore, “Five Stars. Great book. I am enjoying reading it”

The book by Jeff T Bowles has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 58 people have provided feedback.
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